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CHALLENGES

Winning Slots is a free-to-play Vegas Casino Slots game from 
Hong Kong Triple Sevens Interactive Co., Ltd. Given the slow-
down in user growth in the social casino genre, the Winning 
Slots team was looking for ways to increase efficiency for user 
acquisition channels and to improve in-app engagement and 
monetization for new players for their title. To this end, the 
studio was interested in testing the effects of an in-game 
loyalty program featuring real world physical and digital 
rewards on ad performance and player engagement. Amazon 
Moments allowed Winning Slots to quickly spin up a test and 
provided a sustainable and flexible solution to use real world 
rewards to improve conversion of paid ads and keep players 
coming back for more.

Winning Slots built an in-app loyalty program featuring real world physical and digital rewards to encourage 
player engagement. Players earned “winning points” and leveled up their status in the game by engaging 
with in-game features, including inviting verified players, completing daily missions or achievements, or by 
making in app-purchases. Players can then trade their points for various rewards, from denominations of 
Amazon credits to items such as air Fryers, Echo Dots, and Dyson vacuums. Winning Slots featured the 
Moments-powered loyalty program in existing user acquisition ads to generate interest in the game and 
improve ad conversion rates Hong Kong Triple Sevens Interactive Co., Ltd also promoted the game on social 
media such as a Facebook fan page, Youtube, and Twitter.

SOLUTION

How Winning Slots increased CTRs of paid 
ads by 250% with Amazon Moments



RESULTS

Winning Slots’ user acquisition ads featuring the Moments-powered loyalty program saw significant boosts 
in performance over non-Moments loyalty program ads. Players gravitated toward the new loyalty program 
and Moments rewards, leading to a 250% increase in ad CTR. Higher CTR and conversion to download in 
turn drastically improved the cost effectiveness of Winning Slots’ paid ads, decreasing CPIs by 150%.  

ABOUT HONG KONG TRIPLE SEVENS INTERACTIVE CO., LIMITED

Hong Kong Triple Sevens Interactive Co., Limited is a social casino game developer and publishing company 
founded in 2016. They currently have 39 employees, and teams are mainly located in Chengdu and Hong 
Kong, China. Hong Kong Triple Sevens Interactive Co., Ltd has released two apps and have four more apps 
in development. With 4.7/5 stars, Winning Slots is their most popular free Vegas Casino Slots game and has 
won over players by offering a variety of exciting slot machines stunning visuals and animations, exciting 
slots tournaments, and real world prizes.

“The Amazon Moments rewards program was a hugely successful and cost-effective 
user acquisition campaign for us to boost conversion from paid ads while giving back 
to paying players. Players loved the concept of earning real world rewards!”

Players acquired through these ads also saw higher overall 
engagement in-app. The ability for players to level up their 
honor status by completing daily missions drove a 25% 
growth in daily logins while the opportunity to earn winning 
points for real world Moments rewards helped keep players in 
the game, leading to a 10% increase in players’ time in app. 

This incremental player engagement from the loyalty program 
and reward opportunities also translated into more effective 
monetization –users in this cohort saw 50% higher ARPU 
when compared against the baseline. Given the success of 
initial campaigns, Hong Kong Triple Sevens Interactive Co., Ltd 
plans to run the loyalty program evergreen and continue to 
update the Moments rewards in Winning Slots based on player 
feedback. They are in the process of testing Moments powered 
programs and rewards in their other titles and look to innovate 
with Moments to further drive performance improvements.


